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Psychoacoustical evaluation of the pitch-synchronous overlap-
and-add speech-waveform manipulation technique using
single-formant stimuli

Reinier W. L. Kortekaas and Armin Kohlrausch
Institute for Perception Research/IPO, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 8 July 1996; revised 14 October 1996; accepted 1 November 1996!

This article presents two experiments dealing with a psychoacoustical evaluation of the pitch-
synchronous overlap-and-add~PSOLA! technique. This technique has been developed for
modification of duration and fundamental frequency of speech and is based on simple waveform
manipulations. Both experiments were aimed at deriving the sensitivity of the auditory system to the
basic distortions introduced by PSOLA. In experiment I, manipulation of fundamental frequency
was applied to synthetic single-formant stimuli under minimal stimulus uncertainty, level roving,
and formant-frequency roving. In experiment II, the influence of the positioning of the so-called
‘‘pitch markers’’ was studied. Depending on the formant and fundamental frequency, experimental
data could be described reasonably well by either a spectral intensity-discrimination model or a
temporal model based on detecting changes in modulation of the output of a single auditory filter.
Generally, the results were in line with psychoacoustical theory on the auditory processing of
resolved and unresolved harmonics. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!03903-9#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Ba, 43.72.Ja@WJ#
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INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, considerable research ac
ties have concentrated on instrumental modification of
fundamental frequency and duration of natural speech. Th
types of modification enable the manipulation of spee
prosody: modification of duration typically alters spee
rhythm and tempo, whereas modification of fundamental
quency changes intonation. Characteristics not strictly p
taining to prosody, such as phonemic content and voice q
ity, ideally remain unaffected by these modification
Numerous techniques have been proposed with the gen
aim of both maximizing intelligibility and perceived synthe
sis quality and minimizing computational complexity.
class of digital-signal-processing techniques with gener
low complexity is the so-called overlap and add~OLA!
framework~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978!. For instance, time-
domain OLA, where all operations are performed on
waveform itself, has been successfully applied not only
speech manipulation~e.g., Roucos and Wilgus, 1985! but
also in other fields such as music synthesis~e.g., Roads,
1988!.

This article will focus on pitch-synchronous overla
and-add ~PSOLA: Moulines and Charpentier, 199
Moulines and Laroche, 1995!, which is a variant of time-
domain OLA.1 The main feature of PSOLA is that the OL
operations are aligned to the~quasi!-periodicity of the input
speech signal. PSOLA has found widespread applicat
e.g., in modules for text-to-speech synthesis and as a too
fundamental speech-perception research~Moulines and
Laroche, 1995!. PSOLA-manipulated natural speech is ge
erally characterized not only by high intelligibility but als
by high synthesis quality. This finding is remarkable giv
the fact that, as will be described in the following section,
2202 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 101 (4), April 1997 0001-4966/97/101(
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technique is based on rather rough signal operations.
Despite the generally satisfactory synthesis quality

PSOLA, annoying artefacts are sometimes introduced.
though a strict categorization is difficult, these artefacts c
often be described as hoarseness and roughness of the
thesized signal. In addition, artefacts similar to comb filt
ing are observed in practice. As far as we know, the occ
rence of these artefacts cannot be predicted beforehand.
unpredictability is, in our opinion, caused to a great extent
the lack of knowledge of the perceptual effects of t
~PS!OLA operations, a view that was also expressed
Moulines and Laroche~1995!.

Even if PSOLA manipulation of a speech signal do
not lead to the perception of either of the artefacts mentio
above, the manipulation does affect its spectral content.
explain the success of PSOLA manipulation, one may
pothesize that these spectral changes are either percep
subliminal or, within the context of speech perception, ph
netically less relevant~cf. Klatt, 1982!. This paper addresse
the first hypothesis by determining the detectability of t
spectral changes and by deriving the auditory cues invol
in this detection process. Such a psychoacoustical bas
probably important for the long-term aim of increasing t
predictability of audible~and annoying! artefacts. In addi-
tion, psychophysical evaluation may also increase kno
edge about the auditory processing of speech.

In the experiments, synthetic single-formant sign
~Klatt, 1980! were PSOLA manipulated. Apart from the
application in speech synthesizers, single- or multip
formant signals have been used to determine, e.g., jnd’
formant frequency~for a recent overview, see Lyzenga an
Horst, 1995! and in fundamental frequency~Flanagan and
Saslow, 1958; Klatt, 1973!. Single-formant signals are use
here to derive the sensitivity of the auditory system to
22024)/2202/12/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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new
‘‘basic distortions’’ introduced by the PSOLA operations. T
establish the link to ‘‘classical’’ psychoacoustics, the Appe
dix presents experimental results concerning the audi
sensitivity to basic distortions when manipulating pure ton

In experiment I, the perceptual effects of fundamen
frequency~F0) manipulation for three levels of stimulus un
certainty, mimicking particular aspects of natural speech,
investigated. In experiment II, the perceptual effects of
‘‘pitch-marker’’ location are studied~see Sec. I!. Both ex-
periments focus onF0 modification only because, in prac
tice, this type of manipulation is more likely to result
annoying artefacts than the manipulation of duration. In
dition, the experimental data are compared with predicti
of two model simulations: a model based on detecting int
sity differences between excitation patterns~Durlach et al.,
1986; Gagne´ and Zurek, 1988! and a model based on th
discrimination of modulation depth within a single audito
filter.

I. GENERAL METHODS

A. The PSOLA technique

The PSOLA technique is a time-domain variant of t
so-called overlap–add~OLA! technique for analysis–
synthesis~Rabiner and Schafer, 1978; Allen and Rabin
1977!. OLA generally consists of three steps:~1! decompo-
sition of a signal into separate, but often overlapping, s
ments;~2! optional modification of these segments; and~3!
recombination of the segments by means of overlap–add
PSOLA consists only of steps~1! and~3!. A short introduc-
tion to PSOLA will be presented here; for further details t
reader is referred to Moulines and Charpentier~1990! and
Moulines and Laroche~1995!.

Figure 1~a! shows the waveform of a synthetic singl
formant signal as used in both experiments. This signa
decomposed into separate segments in analysis step~1! by
windowing it at particular time instances. These instanc
represented by vertical lines in Fig. 1~a!, are positionedpitch
synchronouslyand are called ‘‘pitch markers.’’ Pitch mark
ers are determined either manually by inspection of
speech waveform or automatically by means of some lo
F0 estimation~e.g., Ma et al., 1994; Smits and Yegnan
arayana, 1995!. Figure 1~b! shows two segments extracte
from the input signal. The maxima of the Hanning~raised-
cosine! windows coincide with the pitch markers. The win
dow duration depends on the temporal spacing between p
markers; consecutive windows have 50% overlap. Beca
adjacent windows samplewise add up to one, the input sig
can be restored perfectly. Note that in natural speech w
dows will typically be asymmetrical due to variation inF0.

Segment recombination in synthesis step~3! is per-
formed afterdefininga new pitch-marker sequence. In Fi
1~c!, the new sequence is represented by vertical lines.
output signal is synthesized by first assigning a decompo
segment to each of the new pitch markers and then perfo
ing the samplewise overlap–add operation. Manipulation
fundamental frequency is achieved by changing the time
tervals between pitch markers. In Fig. 1~c!, for instance,
these intervals are increased, leading to the percept
2203 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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lower pitch. Modification of duration, on the other hand,
achieved by either repeating or omitting segments. Note t
in principle, modification of fundamental frequency also im
plies a modification of duration.

B. Terminology

In the experiments manipulation was investigated
signals having a constantF0. This means that the pitch
markers in the decomposition and synthesis phase are p
tioned at regular intervals. These intervals will be denoted
Ta and Ts , respectively. Analogous with the fundament
frequency, we introduce the ‘‘window rates’’Fwa 5 1/Ta and
Fws5 1/Ts . In the experiments the analysis window rateFwa

was fixed andFws was the experimental parameter. In wh
follows, experimental results will be presented as a funct
of DF given by

DF5
Fws2Fwa

Fwa
3100%.

For positive and negative values ofDF, the symbolsDF1

andDF2 will be used.
Under some experimental conditions the perceptual

fects of pitch-marker location were investigated. The pitc
marker location will be denoted by the parameterDP. As
will be described in Sec. II A 1, the single-formant signa
are generated by exciting a formant filter with a regular pu
train. The parameterDP indicates the shift of the pitch mark
ers relative to the excitatory pulses. This shift will be giv
as a percentage ofTa . In Fig. 1~a!, for instance, the pitch
markers coincide with the formant-filter excitations so th

FIG. 1. Illustration of the PSOLA technique: Panel~a! shows the waveform
of a synthetic 1000-Hz single-formant signal with a fundamental of 100
At the pitch-marker locations, indicated by thick vertical lines, the signa
decomposed by means of Hanning windowing. The interval between
pitch markers is indicated byTa . Two segments are shown in panel~b!.
These segments are recombined by means of overlap-adding at the
pitch-marker positions indicated by thick vertical lines in panel~c!. These
pitch markers are regularly spaced at 11.5 ms, indicated byTs , which gives
a fundamental frequency of 87 Hz.
2203R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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DP50%. Because the formant filter is minimum phase,
amplitude maxima of the signal in Fig. 1~a! are only slightly
delayed relative to the maxima of the Hanning window. O
the other hand, ifDP550% the pitch markers are locate
betweenexcitations of the formant filter. In that case maxim
of the input signal and the Hanning windows are maxima
misaligned.

C. Distortions in pure tones

First, we consider PSOLA manipulation of a single pu
tone which is thought of as a component of a harmonic sp
trum. Figure 2~a! depicts a pure tone of carrier frequen
f c51000 Hz, assumed to be the tenth harmonic of a 100
fundamental. After decomposition at intervals ofTa510 ms
and overlap–adding, the signal shown in Fig. 2~b! is synthe-
sized whereDF522.44% ~Fws597.56 Hz,Ts510.25 ms!.
In contrast to the original pure tone, this signal shows a
plitude modulation~AM ! in its envelope and frequenc
modulation~FM! in its fine structure. For a sinusoidal inpu
signal these two changes are the basic distortions introdu
by PSOLA. Experimental results relating to the auditory s
sitivity to these distortions will be presented in the Appe
dix. The AM of the envelope is partly caused by the fact th
adjacent Hanning windows do not sum up to one ifTaÞTs .
This can be compensated for by using a ‘‘synthesis w
dow.’’ The perceptual relevance of using such a window w
be discussed in Sec. III.

Alternatively, we can describe the distortions in t
spectral domain. Time-domain multiplication~windowing!
results in frequency-domain convolution of the spectra of
Hanning window and the pure tone~e.g., Rabiner and Scha
fer, 1978!. The thin solid line in Fig. 2~c! depicts the log-
amplitude spectrum of a single segment decomposed f
the original pure tone of Fig. 2~a!. The overlap–adding op

FIG. 2. A pure-tone signal off c51000 Hz, shown in panel~a!, is decom-
posed into segments by windowing the signal at a rate ofFwa5100 Hz.
These segments are recombined at a rate ofFws597.56 Hz to synthesize the
signal in panel~b!. The dashed line represents the Hilbert envelope of
synthesized signal. Panel~c! shows the log-amplitude spectra of a sing
segment~thin solid line! and the synthesized signal~thick vertical lines!.
2204 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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eration in synthesis, which extends the signal periodically
the time domain, is equivalent toresamplingthe ~complex!
spectrum of a single segment~Moulines and Laroche, 1995!.
The log-amplitude spectrum of the synthesized signal in F
2~b! is shown by the line spectrum in Fig. 2~c!. The spectral
lines are harmonics ofFws597.56 Hz. For example, the
strongest harmonic has a frequency of 103Fws5975.6 Hz.
In other words, the introduction of AM and FM has a spe
tral counterpart in terms of the interaction of introduc
components~Goldman, 1948!.2

D. Distortions in single-formant signals

The experiments deal with the discrimination
PSOLA-manipulated and -unmanipulated single-formant s
nals. Such signals intrinsically have a harmonic structure
that the introduction of side componentsper secannot be a
cue for discrimination. In fact, cues may be changes in b
spectral envelope and phase relations between harmo
These changes will be illustrated below.

Figure 3~a! shows the log-amplitude spectrum of an u
manipulated single-formant signal with anF0 of 87 Hz, a
formant frequency of 1000 Hz, and a formant bandwidth
50 Hz. This spectrum also shows the effects of pre-emph
applied to the formant signal~see Sec. II A 1!. The corre-
sponding phase spectrum~not shown here! is approximately
linear except for a phase jump ofp rad around the forman
frequency.

e
FIG. 3. Panel~a! shows the log-amplitude spectrum of a 1000-Hz sing
formant signal with a fundamental of 87 Hz. The thin line represents
amplitude transfer function of the formant filter including pre-emphas
Panel ~b! shows the log-amplitude spectrum for a PSOLA-manipula
single-formant signal, shifted in fundamental frequency from 100 to 87
ParameterDP was set to 0%. The thin solid line now represents the lo
amplitude spectrum of a single segment decomposed from the input si
Arrows indicate frequency regions of maximal difference between the s
tra in panels~a! and ~b!. Panel ~c! shows the spectrum of a PSOLA
manipulated signal but now withDP set to 50%. Arrows indicate notche
introduced in the log-amplitude spectrum.
2204R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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Figure 3~b! shows the log-amplitude spectrum of
PSOLA-manipulated signal obtained by generating
1000-Hz formant signal with anF0 of 100 Hz, decomposing
it at Fwa5100 Hz, and resynthesizing it atFws587 Hz.
Here,DP is set to 0%. The Hanning-windowing operatio
has ‘‘smeared out’’ the spectral envelope: the bandwidth
the pronounced formant is increased to approximatelyFwa

Hz. The spectral slope, however, remains almost unaffec
Changes to the phase spectrum~not shown! are a phase shif
of approximatelyp/4 rad for the two harmonics around th
formant frequency. Figure 3~c! shows the spectrum of a sig
nal synthesized withDP set to 50%. Its spectral envelope
clearly discontinuous which introduces pronounced notc
in spectral envelope after resampling. The notch depth
pends monotonically onDP. The corresponding phase spe
trum ~not shown! is discontinuous as well.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The main questions in these experiments are:~1! What
are the thresholds for the discrimination of PSOL
manipulated and -unmanipulated single-formant signals;~2!
what is the influence of pitch-marker location on discrimin
tion performance; and~3! how do the discrimination result
relate to psychoacoustical models.

A. Method

1. Stimuli

For generation of the single-formant signals, a seco
order digital resonator was implemented as proposed
Klatt ~1980!.3 This filter was excited by a pulse train with a
F0 of 100 or 250 Hz. The window rateFwa was accordingly
set to these values. Low-pass characteristics of natural v
ing and high-pass radiation at the mouth opening, as
scribed in Klatt~1980!, were included as pre-emphasis. Fo
mant frequenciesf r were 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz wit
23-dB bandwidths of 50, 50, and 100 Hz, respectively.

As a baseline experiment, a minimal stimulu
uncertainty condition was investigated in whichf r was fixed
and the overall levelL was set to 70 dB SPL. To increas
stimulus uncertainty, level roving between intervals was
plied in the second condition. The level rove was uniform
distributed in the range65 dB. As a third condition, the
overall levelL was fixed but the formant frequencyf r was
roved uniformly over a range of62 D f r . Here,D f r denotes
one jnd in formant frequency for which Gagne´ and Zurek
~1988! reported the following relation:D f r 5 0.079f r /AQ,
whereQ is theQ factor of the formant filter. The range off r
roving was within the range measured in a study by Pis
~1980! in which subjects were instructed to ‘‘reproduce
steady-state synthetic vowels.

To investigate the perceptual effects of pitch-marker
sitioning, DP was set to 0% and 50% in experiment I.
experiment II, psychometric functions forDP were deter-
mined for two particular values ofDF.

Stimuli were software generated on a Silicon Graph
Indigo workstation. The sampling frequency was 32 kH
Apart from the built-in filters of the workstation, no add
tional anti-aliasing filtering was applied. Because the am
2205 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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tude spectrum of the single-formant signals monotonica
falls off to approximately280 dB ~relative to the formant
peak! at the Nyquist frequency, no aliasing is to expecte
After DA conversion signal levels were adjusted by means
analog attenuation. Stimuli were presented to the subj
seated in a soundproof booth, over Beyer DT 990 he
phones. Subjects responded via a keyboard and received
mediate feedback. Stimulus duration was 300 ms, the
and last 25 ms were ramped using a Hanning window. T
interval separation was 200 ms.

2. Procedure

Psychometric functions were measured using a 3I3A
odd-ball procedure with fixed levels ofDF in each run. The
odd-ball interval contained the PSOLA-manipulated sing
formant signal. This signal was obtained by~1! generating a
formant signal with anF0 of Fwa Hz; ~2! decomposing this
signal at a window rate ofFwa Hz; and~3! resynthesizing it
at a rate ofFws Hz. The reference intervals contained
single-formant signal generated directly with anF0 of Fws

Hz. For determination of the psychometric function,Fwswas
varied according to

Fws5
1

Ta1~n/4!
@Hz#, ~1!

wheren 5 61 ms,62 ms,63 ms, ....
Each run consisted of 15 trials. For each condition, i

a combination ofDF, Fwa , and f r , a total of five runs were
performed of which the first run was omitted from the ana
sis. Each data point thus represents 60 trials. All conditi
were measured once before the next set of runs was initia
Mean values and standard deviations of the four runs
shown in the figures below. Instead of plotting percenta
correct as a function ofDF, thePc values were converted to
d8 using a conversion table~MacMillan and Creelman,
1991!.

3. Subjects

Three subjects~aged 25, 27, and 35! participated in the
experiments. All subjects had normal pure-tone threshold
quiet for the frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. Unl
subject RK~the first author!, subjects MB and KM had no o
little experience in psychoacoustic listening experiments.
subjects performed experiments I and II forf r51000 Hz.
Subjects KM and RK performed experiment I forf r52000
Hz. Results forf r5500 Hz ~experiment I! were obtained
only for subject RK.

B. Experiment I: Influence of DF

1. Minimal stimulus uncertainty

Psychometric functions for minimal stimulus uncertain
are shown in the left-hand panels of Figs. 4–6. Figure
presents the data forFwa5100 Hz andf r51000 Hz. Data
points forDP550%, indicated by filled squares, are gene
ally far above the thresholdd851 for all subjects. ForDP
50%, however, the psychometric functions show a no
monotonic behavior. For all three subjects, subthresh
discrimination performance is found forDF5216.66%,
2205R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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29.09%, and111.11%. These values correspond to valu
for Ts of 12, 11, and 9 ms, respectively, whileTa equals 10
ms. Because the 50-Hz formant bandwidth is rather sma
can be stated that each decomposed segment contain
periods of a 1000-Hz carrier~cf. Fig. 1!. SettingTs to an
integer multiple of 1 ms, which is the period of the 1000-H
carrier, thus results in anin-phaseaddition of the fine struc-
ture of adjacent windows. This results in minimal distorti
of the temporal envelope of the signal. In spectral term
settingTs to an integer multiple of the carrier period resu
in a harmonic coinciding with the formant frequency, due
the resampling property of PSOLA.

Using the same line of reasoning for the case

FIG. 4. Psychometric functions for discrimination of PSOLA-manipula
and unmanipulated single-formant signals with formant frequencyf r51000
Hz andFwa5100 Hz. Mean data forDP50% are shown by triangles, thos
for DP550% by filled squares. Standard deviations are indicated by ver
lines. Left-hand panels show results for the minimal-stimulus-uncerta
condition. Center panels show psychometric functions for the level-rov
condition, and the right-hand panels data for roving off r .

FIG. 5. Psychometric functions as in Fig. 4 but now forf r51000 Hz and
Fwa5250 Hz.
2206 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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f r51000 Hz andFwa5250 Hz, subthreshold discriminatio
performance is predicted forDF5220% and133.33%.
This is confirmed by the psychometric functions shown
the left-hand panels in Fig. 5. Note also that the data
otherDF values show ceiling effects to even greater ext
than the data in Fig. 4.

Data for the minimal stimulus-uncertainty conditions f
f r5500 and 2000 Hz are shown in the left-hand panels
Fig. 6 ~subjects KM and RK only!. The argumentation pre
sented above also holds for these two formant frequenc
For f r52000 Hz, the general shapes of the psychome
functions are similar for both subjects, although the subje
are seen to have unequal difficulty in discrimination f
DF2.

2. Level roving

The center panels of Figs. 4–6 show psychometric fu
tions for level roving. Starting with Fig. 4, i.e.,f r51000 Hz
andFwa5100 Hz, it can be observed that discrimination pe
formance is generally deteriorated relative to the minim
stimulus-uncertainty condition. Nevertheless, the gene
pattern of discrimination behavior is almost unaffected: T
psychometric function forDP550% ~squares! is almost al-
ways considerably above threshold. Moreover, the s
threshold data points forDP50% occur for the sameDF
values. Of all subjects, the performance of subject MB
seen to be affected most.

Level roving does not have a great influence on d
crimination performance forFwa5250 Hz andf r51000 Hz,
as shown in Fig. 5. The middle panels of Fig. 6 show t
psychometric functions forf r52000 and 500 Hz~Fwa5100
Hz!. For f r52000 Hz, discrimination performance is reaso
ably affected, especially forDF2 for subject RK. On the
other hand, performance forf r5500 Hz is as good with leve
roving applied as without level roving.

al
y
g

FIG. 6. Psychometric functions as in Figs. 4 and 5. Top and middle pan
psychometric functions forf r52000 Hz andFwa5100 Hz. Bottom panels:
psychometric function forf r5500 Hz. Circles here are data forDP50%,
filled diamonds data forDP550%.
2206R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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3. Formant-frequency roving

The right-hand panels in Fig. 4 show that, forf r51000
Hz with Fwa5100 Hz andDP50%, discrimination perfor-
mance underf r roving drops belowd851 for all DF shifts.
ForDP550%, performance is generally only moderately
fected. A similar trend is observed forf r5500 Hz ~Fig. 6!
but, here, performance is also deteriorated forDP550% for
some values ofDF. For f r52000 Hz, the alternating patter
is still observable forDF1 if DP50%. ForDF2, however,
discrimination performance drops below threshold for alm
all values. As is shown in the right panels of Fig. 5, roving
f r has a moderate influence on performance forFwa5250
Hz.

4. Discussion

The psychometric functions show a clear interaction
tween f r , Fwa , andFws . The pattern of these functions
not greatly influenced by roving of overall level which als
occurs in natural speech. Roving of formant frequency,
the other hand, can drastically affect performance in
sense that the distortions introduced by PSOLA appare
are no longer usable cues for discrimination. This sugg
that the non-steady-state nature of natural speech may
plain part of the success of PSOLA. Because settingDP to
50% provides strong and stable discrimination cues, the n
experiment aims at determining discriminability as a fun
tion of DP.

C. Experiment II: Variation of the pitch-marker
position

Psychometric functions as a function ofDP were mea-
sured forf r51000 Hz andFwa5100 Hz. Two values of the
F0 shift were selected for which results forDP50% were
below threshold:DF529.09% and111.11% ~cf. Fig. 4!.
The parameterDP was varied in equal steps between250%
and 50%~note that these two values are identical for stric
periodic signals!. Psychometric functions were obtained f
the minimal stimulus-uncertainty conditions~all subjects!
and for both roving conditions~DF529.09%, and subjects
KM and RK only!.

Figure 7 shows the data forDF529.09%~squares! and
111.11%~circles! for the three stimulus-uncertainty cond
tions. The data in Fig. 7 do not show systematic differen
for the twoDF values. Also, the psychometric functions a
seen to be symmetric aroundDP50%. Thresholds are ap
proximately reached atuDPu525%, which means that pitch
markers do not necessarily have to coincide exactly w
either the filter excitation or the signal energy maximu
Moreover, these thresholds are reasonably stable under
and formant-frequency roving. The psychometric functio
for subject KM become shallower with increasing stimul
uncertainty.

D. Model predictions

1. Intensity discrimination

Gagné and Zurek ~1988! used an intensity-
discrimination model~Florentine and Buus, 1981! to account
for jnds in the resonance frequency of a single resonato
2207 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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model of this kind takes only spectral cues into account. T
model is based on a channelwise determination of level
ferences between the excitation patterns of a reference a
signal. Channels here refer to critical bands. The model
sumes that the partial sensitivitydi8 in channeli is propor-
tional to the level differenceDLE,i between the two excita
tion patterns:di85k•DLE,i , wherek is a constant which is
the same for all channels. The overall sensitivityd8 is de-
rived from the partial sensitivities. In the single-band versi
of the model overall sensitivityd8 is equal to the maximum
of the partial sensitivities:

d85maxi51,N~di8!5k•Dmax, ~2!

whereN is the number of channels. In the multiband versi
partial sensitivities are optimally combined~Durlach et al.,
1986!:

d85S (
i51

N

di8
2D 1/25k•Dsum. ~3!

Gagnéand Zurek found that resonance-frequency jnds co
be best described by the single-band version of the mode
the present study both the single- and the multi-band mo
were implemented as a Gammatone filterbank~Patterson
et al., 1987!. Simulation of absolute hearing threshold w
included by adding an ‘‘internal noise’’ value to the pow
estimate at the output of each filter~cf. Moore and Glasberg
1987!.

According to formulas 2 and 3,d8 is linearly related to
Dmax or Dsum. The predictive power of the models can th
be investigated by performing a linear regression on the
perimentald8 data in dependence on eitherDmax or Dsum.
The regression equations were forced to intersect with
origin. As a measure of goodness of fit, the amount of
plained variance, as expressed by the square of the cor
tion coefficientr , will be used.

FIG. 7. Psychometric functions forFwa5100 Hz andf r51000 Hz withDP
as experimental parameter. Squares are data forDF529.09%, circles data
for DF5111.11%. Data forDP50% and650% have already been show
in Fig. 4.
2207R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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First, the data ofDP experiment II were used for finding
the slopesk of the linear regression equations, for each s
ject individually. The minimal stimulus-uncertainty da
from Fig. 7 for both values ofDF were used for this regres
sion. Data points were discarded ifd8>3.62, i.e.,Pc>99%.
The linear regression results, in terms ofr 2, are presented in
Table I. For all subjects, the multi-band model yields t
highest value ofr 2. Differences between the two models a
however, small. All regression slopes are significantly diff
ent from zero at thep,0.0001 level. The slopesk for the
multi-band model are: 0.18, 0.15, and 0.17 for subjects K
MB, and RK, respectively. The threshold value forDsum,
yielding d851, is thus approximately equal to 6 dB. Th
value is a factor 2.5 higher than the value reported in Ga´
and Zurek~1988!. For the single-band model, the slopesk
are 0.31, 0.24, and 0.28, respectively. At thresholdDmax.3.5
dB, which is also a factor 2.5 higher than the value repor
by Gagne´ and Zurek.

Second, the data ofDF experiment I were used for lin
ear regression forDsum. Here again, only the data for th
minimal stimulus-uncertainty conditions~left-hand panels in
Figs. 4–6! were used, withDP50%. The results are listed in
Table II. ForFwa5100 Hz, r 2 is in the range 0.4–0.6. Th
slopesk are similar across subjects and are approximatel
0.8, and 1.4 forf r5500, 1000, and 2000 Hz, respectivel
The threshold value forDsumyielding d851 is thus approxi-
mately 1 dB, which is clearly at variance with the results
the DP experiment. ForFwa5250 Hz, however,k is ap-
proximately equal to 0.16, which is in good agreement w
the slope found for theDP experiment. The highp levels,
p.0.1, for subjects KM and MB are probably due to t
small number of data points resulting from ceiling effects
theDF experiment. As nearly all data points were far abo
threshold forDP550%, the correspondingr 2 values did not
exceed 0.3~not listed in Table II!.

2. Modulation discrimination

This model is based on the discrimination of amplitud
modulation depth in the envelope of a single auditory-fil
output. The auditory filter was simulated by a single Ga

TABLE I. For both intensity-discrimination models, the square of the c
relation coefficient of the linear regression,r 2, is tabulated for each of the
subjects. Here, theDP experimental data for the minimal stimulus
uncertainty condition are used.

Single band Multiband

KM 0.77 0.84
MB 0.78 0.82
RK 0.74 0.81
2208 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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matone filter having a bandwidth of 1 ERB. The center f
quencyf c f was varied over the range@ f r 2 FWA , f r 1 FWA#,
simulating off-frequency listening, in order to find the max
mum difference between reference and signal. The m
mum distances were mainly observed for filters centered
the boundaries of thef c f range. The modulation indicesM ref
and M sig were calculated at the output of the filter.4 The
model is based on the assumption that sensitivityd8 is gov-
erned by

d85k•uM ref
2 2M sig

2 u5k•Dmod, ~4!

wherek is some constant. Moore and Sek~1992! found that,
for low modulation rates~below 10 Hz!, detectionsensitivity
was linearly related to the square of the modulation ind
Wakefield and Viemeister ~1990! used sinusoidally
amplitude-modulated~SAM! noise and found almost linea
relations betweend8 andM ref

2 2 M sig
2 . BecauseM ref

2 may be
smaller thanM sig

2 for the present signals, the absolute val
of the difference was taken.

Table III shows ther 2 values for linear regression o
Dmod on the experimentald8 data of theDF experiment
~Fwa5100 Hz andDP50% only!. For f r51000 Hz andDP
50%, the slopek is found to be approximately 7 for al
subjects. This corresponds to a modulation-discriminat
threshold of 0.14 forDmod. The explained variance for sub
ject MB, however, is rather low. Forf r52000 Hz, slopek is
about 4 so that the threshold would be atDmod50.25. These
Dmod values are in reasonable agreement with the data
ported in Wakefield and Viemeister~1990! for SAM noise,
providedM ref is large, i.e., 10 log (M ref

2 !>25 dB. For the
present signals,M ref is indeed in this range.

III. DISCUSSION

Although not explicitly verified experimentally,uDF u
shifts as small as approximately 2% may lead to detecta
distortions, as can be inferred from the region aroundDF
50% in the psychometric functions in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. T
finding agrees with the results presented in the Appendix
manipulation of pure tones. Remarkably, the psychome
functions for minimal stimulus uncertainty and level rovin

- TABLE III. Values of r 2 for linear regression on thed8 data of theDF
experiment using the modulation-discrimination model. Only data
Fwa5100 Hz are shown. Significance levelsp are indicated as in Table II.

f r ~Hz! 500 1000 2000

KM 0.52** 0.69***
MB 0.35*
RK 0.33* 0.59** 0.92***
r

TABLE II. Values of r 2 for linear regression on thed8 data of theDF experiment using the multiband
intensity-discrimination model. Significance levelsp, indicating the probability that the slope of the linea
regression equation is equal to zero, are indicated as follows:*p,0.05,** p,0.01,*** p,0.001.

f r ~Hz! 500 1000 2000 1000~Fwa5250 Hz!

KM 0.48* 0.45** 0.54
MB 0.56** 0.55
RK 0.61** 0.54** 0.40** 0.79**
2208R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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providedDP50%, were nonmonotonic, revealing a clear i
teraction betweenf r , Fwa , andFws . This finding is not in
agreement with the intuitive expectation that distortions
more easily detectable for larger shifts inF0. We will try to
explain the discrimination results in terms of spectral a
temporal cues by first comparing the present results with d
from the literature and then discussing our modeling resu

A. Comparison with the literature

As a result of PSOLA manipulation withDP50%,
changes in the intensity of spectral components, in comb
tion with phase shifts, occur in the spectral region off r , as
was illustrated in Fig. 3. Changes in component intensi
also occur due to changes in formant frequency. A numbe
studies~e.g., Gagne´ and Zurek, 1988; Kewley-Port and Wa
son, 1994; Lyzenga and Horst, 1995; Sommers and Kew
Port, 1996! have explained formant-frequency jnd’s in term
of profile analysis, i.e., in terms of discrimination of spect
shape~Richardset al., 1989; Zeraet al., 1993!. With mini-
mal stimulus uncertainty and forFwa5100 Hz in the presen
study~absolute!, component-level differences between sign
and reference maximally amount to 2.5, 2.5, and 1.5 dB
f r5500, 1000, and 2000 Hz, respectively. These values
valid for the range ofDF investigated in the experiments
The lower value forf r52000 Hz is a consequence of th
larger formant bandwidth of 100 Hz.

Thresholds for the detection of level increments
single components of a complex tone of equal-amplitu
harmonics were reported by Zeraet al. ~1993!. For complex
tones consisting of 60 harmonics of 100 Hz, level-increm
thresholds for harmonics at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz w
found to be approximately 2, 2.5, and 4 dB, respective
This means that forf r5500 and 1000 Hz, the level change
of individual harmonics due to PSOLA manipulation wou
be near detection threshold. Forf r52000 Hz, level changes
would be below threshold. The psychometric functions
Figs. 4 and 6, however, showed that discrimination sens
ity generally was aboved852. For the fifth harmonic of 200
Hz, on the other hand, Henn and Turner~1990! and Zera
et al. ~1993! reported level-increment thresholds of 2 dB. F
Fwa5250 Hz andf r51000 Hz, spectral-envelope level di
ferences are maximally 10 dB so that level differences
single components were potential cues for discrimination

Instead of just a single harmonic, however, the inten
ties of a number of harmonics are changed both as a resu
PSOLA manipulation and by changing the formant fr
quency. Sommers and Kewley-Port~1996! found that salient
cues for formant-frequency jnds were mediated by the le
changes of the three harmonics closest to the formant
quency. Using an excitation pattern model~Moore and Glas-
berg, 1987!, they also found that formant-frequency jnds u
der different conditions resulted in more or less const
level differences between excitation patterns. Sommers
Kewley-Port ~1996! only investigated formants at 500 an
1350 Hz with anF0 of 200 Hz, so that harmonics around th
formant frequencies were likely to be resolved. Particula
for f r52000 Hz andFwa5100 Hz in the present study, ha
monics are unresolved so that temporal cues may have
used for discrimination. Lyzenga and Horst~1995!, who
2209 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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used formantlike signals around 2000 Hz with anF0 of 200
Hz, also proposed a temporal mechanism, at least for pa
their jnd data.

Roving of theoverall stimulus level affected discrimina
tion performance only to a small degree. This finding is
agreement with results presented by Farraret al. ~1987! on
formant-frequency discrimination using noise sources as
put to the Klatt synthesizer. Because the overall level of
intervals was normalized in the minimal stimulus conditio
differences in loudness between signal and reference
have been a cue~cf. Lyzenga and Horst, 1995!. Taking into
account the rather small spectral-envelope differences m
tioned above, however, it is more likely that discriminatio
performance under level roving is affected by the increas
distracting stimulus uncertainty.

The present results show thatf r roving can affect dis-
crimination performance considerably. Roving off r results
in spectral-envelope level differences nearf r , not only be-
tween signal and references, but also between referen
The distribution of level differences has a standard deviat
of approximately 4 dB for allf r values and bandwidths un
der consideration. This value is of the same order of mag
tude as the spectral-envelope differences introduced
PSOLA forFwa5100 Hz~see above!. This means that if the
harmonics aroundf r are resolved, excitation-pattern diffe
ences between the two references are comparable to the
ferences between signal and references due to PSOLA.
crimination performance can then be expected to drop be
d851, as observed forf r5500 and 1000 Hz. ForFwa5250
Hz, level differences due to PSOLA can exceed those du
f r roving ~see above! so that discrimination is expected t
be, at most, moderately influenced, which is in agreem
with the experimental data. If, on the other hand, comp
nents are unresolved, as forf r52000 Hz andFwa5100 Hz,
the differences in the phase spectra between signal and
erences may become a cue. In other words, the effec
~in!coherent addition of subsequent segments is preserve
peripheral filtering. ForDF1, roving of f r did indeed not
deteriorate discrimination performance. It is not clear, ho
ever, why performance dropped belowd851 for DF2.

In an additional, informal experiment, the phases of
components of the single-formant signal were randomiz
For f r5500 Hz, phase randomization had only a small eff
on discrimination performance. This was also observed
f r51000 Hz withFwa5250 Hz. Forf r51000 and 2000 Hz
~Fwa5100 Hz!, however, discrimination performance wa
below d851. This provides additional evidence for the h
pothesis that, for the latter two conditions, temporal cu
played a dominant role.

In experiment II, the detection threshold was found to
uDPu.25%. The spectral ‘‘notch depth’’ at this value o
uDPu is approximately 3 dB. Turner and Van Tasell~1984!
found comparable thresholds for a notch with linear flan
on a dB scale, centered at 2120 Hz within the spectrum
synthetic vowel with 120-Hz fundamental. If intensity di
crimination determines detectability, however, then low
DP thresholds are to be expected if the components in
notches are resolved. The results of informal tests
Fwa5250 Hz confirmed this expectation: with minima
2209R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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stimulus uncertainty,DP thresholds were considerab
smaller than 25%.

B. Models

In contrast to the findings of Gagne´ and Zurek~1988!,
the best results for the intensity-discrimination model w
obtained here for the multiband version, although the diff
ences between the single- and multiband model were sm
The multiband model could describe the data for theDP
experiment reasonably well, which suggests that discrim
tion was based on profile analysis. In the case of theDF
experiment, the descriptive power of this model depended
whether harmonics aroundf r were resolved by periphera
filtering. For both conditions in which harmonics were r
solved, i.e., f r5500 Hz ~Fwa5100 Hz! and f r51000 Hz
~Fwa5250 Hz!, reasonabler 2 values were obtained. For th
latter condition, the regression slopes for theDP and DF
data were almost identical. Forf r51000 Hz andFwa5100
Hz, where harmonics 9–11 aroundf r are only just resolved
the r 2 values were reasonable but the regression slope
much smaller than for theDP data. Forf r52000 Hz and
Fwa5100 Hz, where harmonics 19–21 are unresolved,r 2

values were lowest.
Figure 8 illustrates excitation-pattern differences b

tween a PSOLA-manipulated signal and the unmanipula
reference for f r5500 ~top panel! and 2000 Hz~bottom
panel!. For both formant frequencies,DF conditions for
which performance was above or belowd851 are indicated
by the filled and open symbols, respectively. As the data
Fig. 8 suggest, excitation-pattern differences for abo
threshold stimuli are larger if the harmonics aroundf r are
resolved~top! than for unresolved harmonics~bottom!.

For the modulation-discrimination model,r 2 values
were highest forf r52000 Hz and lowest forf r5500 Hz, as

FIG. 8. Illustration of excitation-pattern level differences between unm
nipulated and PSOLA-manipulated single-formant signals. The top p
shows the level differencesDLE,i for f r5500 Hz. Filled squares indicate
level differences forDF5211.1%, open squares forDF522.4%. The cor-
responding values ofDsum are 1.9 and 0.5 dB, respectively. The botto
panel shows level differences forf r52000 Hz, where the filled and ope
triangles indicate differences forDF58.1% and 11.1%, respectively. Fo
theseDF values,Dsum is 0.8 and 0.5 dB, respectively.
2210 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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would be expected on the basis of unresolved and reso
harmonics, respectively. Figure 9 illustrates this expecta
by showing, for the sameDF values as in Fig. 8, the outpu
of Gammatone filters centered at the formant frequencies
and 2000 Hz. In the experiments theDF value of the top
panels resulted in performance belowd851. Accordingly,
for both formants the difference in modulation depth
small. TheDF value of the bottom panels resulted in abov
threshold performance. Only forf r52000 Hz, however, a
substantial difference in modulation depth can be observ

As the r 2 values were moderate for both models f
f r51000 Hz andFwa5100 Hz, a multicue model might be
reasonable. This was not verified, however, because
judged the amount of experimental data insufficient for p
forming multiple regressions reliably.

C. Synthesis window

Some of the effects of envelope modulation introduc
by PSOLA ~cf. Fig. 2! can be canceled by applying a s
called ‘‘synthesis window.’’ Such a window corrects for th
fact that adjacent Hanning windows do not add up to on
TsÞTa . A simple realization of such a window is to calcu
late the temporal envelope of the adjacent Hanning windo
spaced at intervals ofTs ms. By taking the reciprocal of this
envelope and multiplying it with the PSOLA-manipulate
~speech! signal, the degree of AM of the latter signal is r
duced. Such an operation, however, does not correct for
AM introduced by out-of-phase addition of the fine stru
tures of adjacent segments.

Experimental results forf r51000 and 2000 Hz, ob-
tained by including the synthesis window as describ
above, are shown in Fig. 10 by the open symbols~Fwa5100
Hz with level roving, subject RK only!. The filled symbols
indicate corresponding data from experiment I. The synthe
window seems to cancel the ceiling effects forf r51000 Hz,
although the fact that performance is still aboved852 sug-
gests that this effect is perceptually less relevant. Even in
case of f r52000 Hz, a condition for which temporal cue

-
el

FIG. 9. Illustration of AM differences in the output of Gammatone filte
Panels A–D show portions of the output waveforms of a filter centere
500 Hz~f r5500 Hz!: panel A shows the waveform forDF522.4% for the
PSOLA-manipulated signal, panel B for the unmanipulated reference.
modulation-depth measureDmod is equal to 0.003. Panels C and D show th
corresponding output waveforms forDF5211.1% ~Dmod50.04!. Panels
E–H show output waveforms of a filter centered at 2000 Hz~f r52000 Hz!;
DF511.1% in panels E and F~Dmod50.05! andDF58.1% in panels G and
H ~Dmod50.7!.
2210R. W. L. Kortekaas and A. Kohlrausch: Evaluation of PSOLA
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presumably dominate detection performance, the two p
chometric functions are basically identical.

D. Natural speech

In order to understand the perceptual effects of PSO
manipulation of natural speech, the following aspects sho
in our view, be additionally investigated. First of all, natur
speech is generally characterized by the presence of at le
to 3 formants, at least in vowels. The use of multiple-form
signals may inform about the way in which cues occurring
several frequency regions are combined. Second, it shoul
investigated to what extent the detectability of distortions
influenced by fluctuations in both spectral content andF0.
These fluctuations can be either of a random nature~e.g.,
jitter! or more deterministic~e.g., formant andF0 trajecto-
ries!. In addition, the perceptual consequences of errors
F0 estimation in natural speech, leading to incorrect pit
marker positioning, should be investigated. Third, t
present experiments were performed under well-contro
acoustical conditions. The amplitude and phase transfer c
acteristics of~normal! playback rooms, however, will in thei
turn affect stimulus characteristics. It is conceivable that,
der such listening conditions, the perceptual tolerance for
distortions introduced by PSOLA is actually increased.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Discrimination thresholds as a function ofDF ~the
shift in fundamental frequency! for PSOLA-manipulated and
-unmanipulated single-formant signals are found to be lo
uDFu<2%. Moreover, the psychometric functions report
here typically show an interaction between the formant a
fundamental frequency.

~2! Roving of overall level does not seem to grea
affect discrimination performance as a function ofDF. Rov-
ing of the formant frequency does impair performance:
formants at 500 and 1000 Hz~100-Hz fundamental!, perfor-
mance drops belowd851 for all DF values tested. For a
fundamental of 250 Hz, performance seems to be only m
erately influenced by formant roving.

~3! Discrimination thresholds as a function ofDP ~the
pitch-marker location! reported here are approximately

FIG. 10. Psychometric functions obtained by including a synthesis wind
~open symbols! and by the standard PSOLA operations~filled symbols, data
already shown in Figs. 4 and 6!. Data for f r51000 Hz are shown in the
left-hand panel, data forf r52000 Hz in the right-hand panel. In both case
level roving was applied.
2211 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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quarter of the fundamental period. The discrimination cu
that occur due to incorrect positioning of the pitch marke
seem to be robust under level and formant frequency rov
These findings apply to signals with a fundamental of 1
Hz; DP thresholds for higherF0 values are expected to b
lower.

~4! The discrimination data as a function ofDP can be
described well with an intensity-discrimination model. Th
model can also account moderately well for the experime
data as a function ofDF, in the case of resolved harmonic
around the formant frequency~e.g., a formant at 1000 Hz
with a 250-Hz fundamental!. The modeled discrimination
sensitivities, however, generally differ across theDP and
DF conditions. For unresolved harmonics, such as fo
2000-Hz formant and a 100-Hz fundamental, t
modulation-discrimination model matches the experimen
data reasonably well. These findings are in agreement w
the psychoacoustical notion of different modes of process
for resolved and unresolved harmonics.

~5! As for natural speech, distortions introduced to s
nals with higher fundamental frequencies are expected to
more easily detectable@see conclusions~2! and ~3!#. In the
case of low fundamental frequencies, the occurring ph
cues are often subtle and may not be stable under diffe
playback conditions.
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APPENDIX: PURE TONES

The main question of this baseline experiment was
what extent the basic distortions described in Sec. I C
detectable by the human auditory system. Pure tones
carrier frequenciesf c5500, 1000, and 2000 Hz wer
PSOLA manipulated. The carriers were thought of as h
monics of a fundamental of 100 or 250 Hz. In order to d
termine the detectability of the introduced side compone
the references were unmanipulated pure tones having
same frequency as the strongest component in
manipulated-tone spectrum@cf. Fig. 2~c!#. Instead of taking
all side component into account, the results presented be
were obtained for signals consisting of the three strong
spectral components only. These results were compared
results for ‘‘real’’ PSOLA-manipulated tones and did n
differ considerably. Three overall levelsL were used: 45, 60
and 75 dB SPL in combination with a level rove uniform
distributed between25 and15 dB. Stimulus characteristic
such as duration and stimulus generation were the sam
described in Sec. II A 1.

A two-down, one-up 3IFC adaptive procedure was us
in which DF was varied adaptively for the determination
discrimination thresholds. After a learning phase, three m
surements for each condition were collected whose mean

w
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standard deviation will be presented below. Two subje
~MB and RK! participated in this experiment.

Figure A1 presents both theDF thresholds for subjects
MB and RK and predictions from two models~the models
are different from the models of experiments I and II, s
below!. Squares indicate data forL560 dB SPL~both sub-
jects! and circles and triangles forL545 and 75 dB SPL,
respectively ~subject RK only!. Generally, thresholds fo
both subjects are low:uDFu<2%. Thresholds forDF2 tend
to be lower than forDF1. Carrier frequency does not great
influence thresholds forFwa5100 Hz but does have an effe
for Fwa5250 Hz. Likewise, level does affect thresholds f
Fwa5100 Hz, except forf c5500 Hz, but influences thresh
olds forFwa5250 Hz.

In the spectral masking model~SPEC!, the detection of
the side components is determined by their masked thres
in the presence of the much stronger center component@cf.
the ‘‘No Summation Model’’ of Hartmann and Hnat
~1982!#. The masked thresholds were estimated using
data in Scho¨ne ~1979!.5 The modulation-detection mode
~MOD! is based on determining6 the AM and FM indices of
the PSOLA-manipulated pure tone as a function ofDF. As
in Zwicker ~1952!, threshold predictions were only derive
for Fwa5100 Hz, with f c51000 or 2000 Hz~where the
‘‘Phasengrenzfrequenz’’ is approximately 80 and 140 H
respectively!. Although the signals used actually had mix

FIG. A1. Detection thresholds for subjects MB and RK forDF1 andDF2

for the manipulation of pure tones. Left-hand panels give the data
Fwa5100 Hz, right-hand panels those for 250 Hz. Data forL545 dB SPL
are shown by circles, those for 60 dB SPL by squares, and those for 7
SPL by triangles. Standard deviations are indicated by vertical lines. Thr
old predictions on the basis of a modulation-detection model are denote
MOD. Predicted thresholds using a spectral masking model are ma
SPEC.
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modulation ~Hartmann and Hnath, 1982; Moore and Se
1992!, the lowest prediction based on detection of either A
or FM was taken.

In the case of resolved harmonics, i.e., forf c51000 and
2000 Hz withFwa5100 Hz ~harmonics 9–11 and 19–21
respectively!, the predictions based on modulation detecti
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental data.
predictions based on the spectral masking model are
accurate, especially forDF2, with the possible exception o
f c5500 Hz. For conditions with resolved harmonics~i.e.,
f c5500, 1000, and 2000 Hz withFwa5250 Hz, andf c5500
Hz with Fwa5100 Hz!, the spectral-masking model predic
tions are qualitatively similar to the experimental data, a
showing level dependency. The actual predicted thresho
however, do not exactly match the experimental data, es
cially for L545 dB SPL.

1Although a frequency-domain~FD-PSOLA! variant has also been pro
posed, the time-domain version~TD-PSOLA! has been commonly pre
ferred due to its computational efficiency.
2Strictly speaking, this only applies if the pure tone is a harmonic ofFwa .
3The implementation described in Klatt~1980! is based on a sample rate o
10 kHz. Coxet al. ~1989! address the issue of using other sample rat
such as 32 kHz used here, which leads to differences in spectral enve
They propose to introduce additional poles in the resonance-filter tran
function to compensate for the high-frequency attenuation. In the pre
study no compensation is taken into account because just a single for
is simulated~the high-frequency mismatch is more severe for multiple fo
mants!. Nevertheless, the spectral difference at 5 kHz between a si
generated at 10 kHz and at 32 kHz amounts to 10 dB. Around the form
frequency, differences are within 0.5 dB.
4Because the AM in the auditory filter output generally was not sinusoi
the modulation indexM was calculated:

M5
A2se

me
,

wherese andme are the standard deviation and average of the envelop
the output, respectively. The envelope is obtained by calculating a disc
Hilbert Transform. For an unmanipulated sinusoid of amplitude 1,me51
but se50, so thatM50. For a 100% amplitude-modulated sinusoid
amplitude 1,se51/A2 andme51, so thatM51, as expected.
5Predictions for spectral masking are based on Fig. 3 in Scho¨ne ~1979!.
6Visual inspection showed that, for the range ofDF used here, both the
envelope and the instantaneous frequency were modulated in a sinus
fashion. The AM indexm and FM indexD f / fmodwere therefore calculated
using their definition in Zwicker~1952!.
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